Innate antimicrobial host defense in small intestinal Crohn's disease.
Paneth cells (PCs) are specialized epithelial cells predominantly found in the small intestinal crypts of Lieberkuehn. They produce different broad spectrum antimicrobial peptides most abundantly the alpha-defensins HD-5 and -6 (DEFA5 und DEFA6). Both these PC products show a specific reduction in small intestinal Crohn's disease (CD) - a form of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Their decrease is independent of current inflammation and an association with a NOD2 frameshift mutation has been demonstrated. More recently, another independent and even more frequent mechanism has been found which is linked to diminished levels of the Wnt pathway transcription factor TCF7L2 (also known as TCF4). Besides regulating the expression of HD-5 and HD-6 as TCF4 target genes, the Wnt pathway also orchestrates Paneth cell differentiation and maturation and controls stem cell maintenance in the small intestine. Besides NOD2 (which is predominantly expressed in PC) and ATG16L1 (inter alia important in the exocytosis of PC products), TCF4 is the third gene which is associated with small intestinal CD and Paneth cell antimicrobial function. Thus, Paneth cells seem to be key player emphazising a paramount importance of antimicrobial host defense in small intestinal CD pathogenesis.